The Graduate School Organization Chart

Dean
Dr. Karlene A. Hoo

BUDGET/FISCAL/ADMIN
Director & Assistant to the Dean
Kathy Marcinko
- Work Study Students
- Admin Associate (TBN)

ADMISSIONS
Director
Melis Edwards
- Admin Coordinator
  Amber Fischer
- Admin Coordinator (TBN)

CRM

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Vacant
- Specialist
  Donna Negaard

DEGREE PROGRAMS & CERTS
- Lead Specialist
  Amanda Brown
- Specialist
  Lauren Cerretti

ANALYTICS & SYSTEMS
- Systems Analyst
  Laura Collins
- ETD Format Advisor
  Megan Maier

STUDENT AFFAIRS
- Dean, Kathy Marcinko
- Director, Melis Edwards
- Specialist, Donna Negaard

DEGREE PROGRAMS & CERTS
- Lead Specialist, Amanda Brown
- Specialist, Lauren Cerretti

ANALYTICS & SYSTEMS
- Systems Analyst, Laura Collins
- ETD Format Advisor, Megan Maier
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